A great dunny read coming your way again….

Convict Trash
Run 1777: 7th December 2020
Hare: Cold Duck - Kareela
Starters Gun
Everyone seemed ready and raring to go. The Hare Cold Duck was wondering around telling all we had to be
in the restaurant by a quarter to 6, which was revised to a quarter to 7 and eventually a quarter to 8.
Bingo called time and off went the runners Blondie, Dundee, Grewsome, Cameron, Hellismellher, Joker,
Merkin, Pig, Sir Les and Tickle, Hot Dick and Ice Box all hoping that the run would not be too hilly or long as
it was a hot night and heading toward the road, only to be seen heading back down toward the Club a little
while later.
Ringless, the first walker to return said he had done enough, but the more resilient in the group, Dirty, Dish,
Doc, Goldmark, Goon, Hannibal Lector, QR, Sniffer, Stopcock, Taxing and Venus endured the delights of the
hilly trail a little longer before returning to open their own bucket.

Run Report
Duck’s Debauched Dizzy Dilemma

So here we were at the beginning of a new committee, looking for a nice easy lope to start the new
year, then Duck announces “gee there are a few hills around here”. The silly old bugger only lives
across the road & even blind Freddy knows that anything at river level in the Shire is bound to have
bloody hills & heaps of them. Not only that but he then chose to start the run up the steepest of them
– Box Road, where people have been known to experience oxygen deprivation.
Kirrawee is one of the best examples of the above & the only way to overcome the problem is to
slowly advance up to the highest point & find a way of staying there, until you have to return to
bucket. But no, not this little duck, finding every bloody hill in the suburb & making us run up &
down them a number of times for each one – Joker was grinning like Cheshire Cat & giggling as
he’s completely brain dead & sick, enjoying running up hills.
I’ve been looking for something nice to say about the run & all I can think of is that the Hare d ecided
to do it twice, almost makes me want to giggle as well. Shit I’m only 77 & don’t know how many of
these bloody things I have left in me but I think the times have reduced after that run. Altitude
sickness, busted knees & PTSD are just a few of the results of the excursion – ha ha excursion! I
think I’m suffering delirium.
In respect to the 2.5 out of 10 given it was only because I like & feel sorry for him & that’s my
whinge for the year.
On On Dundee.
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RA’s Report
Was not provided by the RA due to time constraints but this is what you missed hearing.
Kareela
A pretty boring suburb
Sylvania Heights on the good side of the golf course much more interesting
Kareela developed as a Housing Estate in 1953
Originally called Sylvan Headland
Kareela being Aboriginal for “place of trees and water”
Never noticed, but a number of streets named after Sydney to Hobart Yacht winners eg. Rival St,
Siandra Drive, Ingrid Road ????
Most famous thing is the Golf Course and Club
Course originally part of Oyster Bay – in 1969, they reclaimed land and turned it into a Golf Course
Opened in 1970 as Salisbury Golf Club
I have vague recollections of going to Discos there in the early 70’s ???
Average House price $1.2 Million

Prick of the Week
Joker was nominated for saying this was his first run since March and yet he was out leading the pack.
Pig nominated Duck for struggling to go down in an elegant fashion when marking an error.
Sir Les nominated Hannibal Lector for walking a bit and then running a few metres, and then returning and
changing his gear.

Prickette of the Week
Grewsome nominated Dirty for bringing along a bottle of ice.
Pig nominated Tickle for whinging about Pig not running last week.
Prick:

Hannibal Lector

Prickette:

Tickle

An early reminder from our Trailmaster Grewsome requesting members to set runs.
Note from Scribe: With only approx. 40 in our Club these days that means everyone
will have to set 3 runs every 2 years.

Next week’s Run: Meet at the park above Coogee Diggers – near the corner of
Dudley and Higgs St, Coogee – Hare – Goon
On On - Coogee Diggers 2 Bryon St Coogee

Athletes

Birthdays

New Shoes

None

None

Not this week

Hare Line

Committee Details - Website www.botanybayH3.com.au
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OLDER EMPLOYEE PEOPLE - TAKE NOTICE!
Due to the current Covid, financial situation causing a slowdown in the economy, Government
has decided to implement a scheme to put workers of 50 years of age and above on Early,
Mandatory - Retirement, thus creating jobs and reducing unemployment
The scheme will be known as RAPE (Retired Aged People Early).
Persons selected to be RAPED can apply to Government to be considered for the SHAFT program.
(Special Help After Forced Termination).
Persons who have been RAPED and SHAFTED will be reviewed under the SCREW program
(System Covering Retired-Early Workers).
A person may be RAPED once, SHAFTED twice and SREWED as many times as Government deems
appropriate.
Persons who have been RAPED could get AIDS (Additional Income for Dependants & Spouse) or
HERPES (Half Earnings for Retired Personnel Early Severance).
Obviously, persons who have AIDS or HERPES will not be SHAFTED or SCREWD any further by
Government.
Persons who are not RAPED; and are staying on will receive as much SHIT (Special High Intensity
Training) as possible. Government has always prided themselves on the amount of SHIT they give
our citizens.
Should you feel that you do not receive enough SHIT, please bring this to the attention of our
MLA, who has been trained to give you all the SHIT you can handle.
Sincerely,
The Committee for, Economic Value of Individual Lives (EVIL)
PS – Due to recent budget cuts and the rising costs of electricity, gas and oil, as well as current
market conditions, the Light at the end of the Tunnel has been turned OFF.

The finest (unintentional) double-entendres ever aired on British TV
and radio:

1. Ted Walsh - Horse Racing Commentator - 'This is really a lovely horse. I
once rode her mother.'

2. New Zealand Rugby Commentator - 'Andrew Mehrtens loves it when Daryl
Gibson comes inside of him.'

3. Pat Glenn, weightlifting commentator - 'And this is Gregoriava from Bulgaria .
I saw her snatch this morning and it was amazing!'

4. Harry Carpenter at the Oxford-Cambridge boat race 1977 - 'Ah, isn't that
nice. The wife of the Cambridge President is kissing the Cox of the Oxford
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crew.'

5. US PGA Commentator - 'One of the reasons Arnie (Arnold Palmer) is playing
so well is that, before each tee shot, his wife takes out his balls and kisses
them. Oh my god !! What have I just said??'

6. Carenza Lewis about finding food in the Middle Ages on 'Time Team Live' said:
'You'd eat beaver if you could get it.'

7. A female news anchor who, the day after it was supposed to have snowed and
didn't, turned to the weatherman and asked, 'So Bob, where's that eight inches
you promised me last night?' Not only did HE have to leave the set, but half the
crew did too, because they were laughing so hard!

8. Steve Ryder covering the US Masters: 'Ballesteros felt much better today
after a 69 yesterday.'

9. Clair Frisby talking about a jumbo hot dog on 'Look North' said: 'There's
nothing like a big hot sausage inside you on a cold night like this. '

10 Mike Hallett discussing missed snooker shots on 'Sky Sports': 'Stephen
Hendry jumps on Steve Davis's misses every chance he gets.'

11. Michael Buerk on watching Philippa Forrester cuddle up to a male astronomer
for warmth during BBC1's UK eclipse coverage remarked: 'They seem cold out
there. They're rubbing each other and he's only come in his shorts.'

12.. Ken Brown commentating on golfer Nick Faldo and his caddie Fanny Sunneson
lining-up shots at the Scottish Open: 'Some weeks Nick likes to use Fanny; other
weeks he prefers to do it by himself.'
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